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Timing Characterization Using The HP 16517/18A
With Intel Pentium™ Processor
Measurement Examples

Application Note 1261
Introduction

This application note discusses how the timing characterization of a digital system can be performed more efficiently and effectively with a high-speed logic analyzer. Time-to-market issues limit the time digital designers have to characterize a new design. As a result, some measurements, particularly bus measurements, do not get made. This creates the potential for overlooked timing problems, which then show up during production test or after the product starts shipping. First, the current approach to timing characterization will be discussed. Then, examples of actual measurements made on a Pentium processor running at 50 MHz will be presented. Finally, the method used to probe this dense, load-sensitive IC will be discussed.

The Intel Pentium system used to make the example measurements included in this application note.

Timing Characterization vs Timing Validation

The measurements presented in this application note may be used to better evaluate the timing performance of a new design. We have called this timing characterization. It might be argued that what we are really doing is timing verification, given the 500-ps time interval accuracy of the logic analyzer. We would not argue with this premise, at least not for the Pentium processor used to make the example measurements. However, most timing measurements made using the techniques presented here will establish that the margin is large enough to preclude a more precise measurement. It will also pin point where margins are questionable or where outright violations occur. A scope can then be used to characterize the specific questionable areas, complementing the logic analyzer.
An overview of timing characterization

Timing characterization is an important part of the development of complex systems or ASICs. It examines the relative timing between signals coming from a chip or system. The primary purpose of timing characterization is to establish the margin between the minimum acceptable specifications and the system's actual performance. How much (or how little) margin a system has provides insight into its reliability, as well as the amount of performance given up in a too conservative design.

Traditionally, high-speed oscilloscopes are used to probe the system under development and to capture timing waveforms. These waveforms are then compared against the timing specifications of the system. State-of-the-art logic analyzers now provide a more powerful and flexible solution over oscilloscope methods. Logic analyzers can be used to trace complete buses using setup/hold violation triggering. Oscilloscopes can still complement this approach by providing measurements for problem areas identified by the logic analyzer.

Every digital system has a set of timing requirements associated with it. These requirements are often specified as propagation delays, setup times, hold times, or maximum/minimum valid delay times. RAMs have access times that correspond to the time it takes to read an internal location and present its contents to a processor. PCs have timing specifications that govern the signals appearing on the interface bus for add-in cards. Systems and components that do not meet their timing specifications often cause failures in the systems they are a part of.

During product development, it is necessary to characterize the system signals. This characterization can be performed at two places: at the system interface and at internal nodes. The system interface is where timing specifications usually apply. In the case of ASICs, the pins of the chip are the system interface, and are the only practical place to make timing measurements. Designers must be able to verify that the timing characteristics of their system meets the original design criteria. In addition to interface measurements, several critical internal nodes of a system may be selected for testing. By measuring the timing of these internal nodes, the inherent timing margin of the system can be checked. An unusually small timing margin may suggest that the system is near functional failure. Also, that the design has little tolerance for process variation in its components. Both system interface and internal signals are often measured as the system is taken to voltage and temperature extremes, ensuring that the system meets its specifications under changing environmental conditions. Characterizing system timing can be easy or difficult, depending on the type of measurement to be made. Verifying the timing relationship of two system outputs is usually a simple measurement. The task becomes more difficult when bus signals, such as a data bus, must be compared against a control signal output. Four-channel oscilloscopes can compare only three of the bus signals at a time against the control signal, requiring tedious changing of probe locations. Among the most difficult timing measurements are setup and hold times. These often require an external stimulus if the signal is an input to the system under test. This input signal can be provided by installing the other components of the complete system, or by using an external pattern generator to provide simulated input signals with controlled transition times. With a pattern generator, the signal edges can be moved with respect to the input clock until a system failure is detected.

Test equipment used for timing characterization should have sufficient timing accuracy and number of channels to accommodate the required measurements. The timing resolution of the equipment should correspond to the speed of the circuitry being tested. High-speed ECL
gates require finer resolution than TTL logic or programmable gate arrays. With the push toward higher performance systems, it is likely that all timing characterization measurements will require time interval accuracy of at least 1 nanosecond. Channel-to-channel timing skew is an important parameter that is often overlooked. Poor timing correlation between channels defeats the purpose of high timing resolution. The skew between channels should be no worse than the sample time, and preferably half that amount. This implies that modern timing characterization test equipment should have skews of 500 ps or less. The number of input channels is another factor that is dependent on the specific test configuration, but it seems that there are never enough. Though two- and four-channel test equipment can be considered to be the bare minimum, sixteen or more channels are required for complex bus-based systems.

High-speed oscilloscopes have often been used for timing characterization. Though they have excellent timing resolution, sometimes 20 ps or less, they are usually limited to four input channels. High-performance logic analyzers, such as the HP 16517A, are often a better solution, with a 250-ps sample period while using eight input channels. For measurements that do not require the full 4 GSa/s timing, the sample rate can be decreased to 500 ps and the number of channels doubled to sixteen. The HP 16500 family of mainframes can hold up to four additional high-speed modules, expanding the input capability of the system to 80 channels (at 2 GSa/s).

The following measurements, while specific to the Pentium processor, can easily be applied to any digital system. The examples will help designers characterize CISC or RISC processors, ASICs, or most any aspect of a new digital design. The system used to make the example measurements is an Intel Express desktop system, with a 50-MHz Pentium CPU module plugged into it. The Pentium processor was prerelease silicon. This, as you will see in Figure 7, made our measurements more interesting. The Intel CPU module uses the 82496 Cache Controller and 82496 Cache SRAM for the secondary cache memory module and the main memory interface. The data bus on the CPU module is 64 bits. Main memory is on the motherboard of the system and has a 32-bit data bus. This system will be referred to as the target system.

The measurements were made with one HP 16517A and two HP 16518A logic analysis modules in an HP 16500B frame. This setup provided 24 channels at 250-ps resolution, or 48 channels at 500-ps resolution. All measurement examples were made with 250 ps resolution. Both the address and data buses were probed to provide examples of both types of measurements. Therefore, neither bus was fully probed. Normally each bus would be fully probed and characterized before going on to the other.

A common problem in system design is excessive loading on one or more of the address lines. The added time delay caused by the load increases the settling time for the address bus, which could lead to intermittent system crashes. One timing specification that would be impacted by excessive address bus load is the maximum/minimum valid delay (8, table 7-4, Vol. 1 Pentium User's Manual). An interesting note, Intel assumes CL = 0 for all their specifications; therefore, any load that a designer adds to the address bus contributes delay. In particular, a designer who puts together his or her own secondary cache controller is going to want to see what impact it has on the settling time of the address bus.

Timing Characterization
Examples using the HP 16517A and 16518A with the Intel Pentium Processor

Maximum/minimum
Valid Delay on Address bus
A Simple Trigger

The timing relationships of the target system clock (CLK), address strobe (ADS#), and address lines A3 through A11 for our Pentium processor can be seen in figure 1. Address lines A0, A1, and A2 do not appear on the Pentium processor, the Byte Enable signals BE0 through BE7 are used instead. Asserting address strobe tells the memory subsystem that the next rising edge of clock will be the beginning of a new memory cycle. In this example, the maximum/minimum valid delay specification will be examined. It is referenced to the rising edge of clock that occurs immediately before the one that starts the memory cycle (see figure 1). Intel guarantees that the address will be valid no earlier than 1.5 ns and no later than 9.0 ns after the rising edge of clock. Again that is with no load on the processor. The goal is to see what the valid delay is with our target's load on the processor.

![Diagram of timing relationships](image)

Figure 1 - Trace of Pentium processor clock and address signals.

Using the Accumulate Mode

The trace in figure 1 was obtained by finding the falling edge of ADS#, and then by triggering on the next rising edge of CLK. Using the markers on the measurement in figure 1, the minimum valid delay was found to be 4.5 ns and the maximum to be 7.5 ns. However, a single measurement like this is not sufficient to characterize the target system. The address bus may behave differently in different areas of memory and under different processor cycles. So, the next step is to use an accumulate mode, such as is found in the HP 16517A and 16518A analyzers. This feature allows you to combine a large number of measurements into one display, so you can see the worst case of the timing you are interested in. Ideally, the measurements cover all areas of memory and all methods of accessing memory. The logic analyzer cannot capture every memory cycle, but running the analyzer for a long period of time, while the processor executes a loop that exercises all combinations, may provide a statistically valid measurement. Figure 2 shows such a measurement. Placing the X marker on the slowest signal, the worst-case maximum valid delay time for this group of measurements is 8.50 ns. Therefore, the Intel target system should not have any problems with address settling times. You will see, however, in the next example that this is misleading.
Before going further, implementing such a measurement of the full address bus on a four-channel oscilloscope would take fifteen iterations of changing the probe setup and executing the test. Two of the scope channels would have to be used to monitor the clock and ADS# lines and the remaining two to monitor address lines. If the test procedure includes operating the target system over temperature and voltage variations, the test time could become unreasonably long using an oscilloscope. Therefore, such measurements may not be made during the development of a new system, which could leave timing problems undiscovered until the product starts shipping. You will see an example of this in the next measurement. New high-speed logic analyzers, like the HP 16517A and 16518A, have the precision to make these measurements accurately and the channel count to make them efficiently.

Figure 2 - Pentium processor address bus with accumulate function enabled.

Using a Violation Trigger
One problem with the accumulate approach is instrument dead time. This is the time the instrument spends, after it triggers, pulling in the data and updating the display. This is a problem for both scopes and logic analyzers. Even an instrument that is capable of taking 200 traces per second has a lot of dead time. If you consider a processor running at one million cycles per second, a lot of cycles do not get looked at if you only trigger on 200 per second. To get a statistically valid set of measurements, you would have to run the instrument for a very long time.

Fortunately, there is an alternative to the accumulate method which is violation triggering. The HP 16517A and 16518A are capable of triggering on violations of timing specifications. This is a particularly powerful approach since it allows the analyzer to look for a timing violation in every address cycle that occurs. Only when the analyzer triggers is there any dead time. The HP 16517A and 16518A have trigger macros that include three setup/hold violation variations (figure 3). These macros only trigger the analyzer when a violation of the specified setup or hold time has occurred.
Let’s take a look at how a setup/hold trigger macro could be used to catch a maximum valid delay violation. Minimum valid delay was not examined since there is not normally much interest in this measurement. Figure 4 illustrate the calculation necessary to do this. First, the rising edge of clock must be used when ADS# is low as reference for the measurement. The macro needs a qualifier that occurs at the time of the specified reference edge (rising clock). Second, the 9-ns maximum valid delay is subtracted from the 20-ns clock period to come up with 11 ns of setup time. So, a violation of the 11-ns setup time is a violation of the 9-ns maximum valid delay time. This assumes the clock period is stable, which given Intel’s specifications on the Pentium’s clock, is a reasonable assumption. It is also possible to create a custom trigger specifically for the maximum/minimum valid delay.

Figure 4 - How to calculate maximum valid delay for setup violation triggering.
Figure 5 shows the "Find setup or hold violation clocked by an edge within a valid pattern" macro parameter entry screen. It shows that the analyzer will look for transitions on any of the lines of the label ADDR, which is the label for the portion of the address bus that was probed. It will use CLK_RISE as the reference edge, but only when ADS_LOW is true. In addition, the setup time has been set to 2 ns and the hold time has been set to 8 ns. In other words, if transitions occur on the address bus within 2 ns before the rising edge of clock and ADS# low, or if a transition occurs within 8 ns after the rising edge of clock and ADS# low, the analyzer will trigger. Figure 6 shows the trigger term definitions that went into creating this trigger.

Figure 5 - Parameter entry screen for setup/hold violation trigger macro.

Figure 6 - Trigger resources used in the setup/hold violation trigger.
Figure 7 shows a violation captured by this violation trigger. This is a significant violation; the address bus does not become valid until 12 ns after the rising edge of the clock. In other traces using this trigger, the delay has been measured to be as long as 17 ns. This definitely has the potential to interfere with memory setup time. This problem seemed to occur very infrequently and only during certain phases of the boot process of our Pentium target system. Since the Intel target contained a processor with prerelease silicon, the problem could be attributed to the processor rather than to the target system's design. However, had this been a hidden timing problem caused by a memory module and this measurement had not been made, the problem occurred so infrequently that it might not have shown up until the product started shipping. Fixing it then would have been very expensive.

![Diagram](image)

Figure 7 - A captured violation of the maximum valid delay.

**Getting the Processor's Context**

It would be useful to see the context in which this violation occurred, that is, what cycle the processor was in, what instruction it was executing and the full address it was at. Viewing all this is possible by using the Intermodule Bus of the HP 16500B frame. By adding two HP 16550A modules with an HP E2443B Pentium preprocessor to the frame, you can get context. The HP 16517A and 16518A modules can arm the HP 16550A modules, which will then take a state trace of the Pentium processor at the time of the violation. The trace is automatically inverse assembled, which makes it easier to read. Both the violation and the listing can be displayed together on the screen, time correlated. Figure 8 shows the violation and the listing from the Pentium processor. It appears that the violation always occurred after a memory write. By collecting enough traces, you may be able to determine the address range that the violation occurs in.
Figure 8 - Code flow at the violation of maximum valid delay timing.

**Setup/hold for Data bus**

Figure 9 shows the timing of a secondary cache read cycle on the Pentium data bus. The first rising edge of CLK after BRDYE# goes low is when the processor clocks in data. Intel specifies the setup/hold times (I34/35, table 7-4, Vol. 1 Pentium User's Manual) for the data bus. The specified setup time is 4.5 ns and hold time is 2 ns. This timing is of interest to designers who have developed their own secondary cache modules. However, this measurement is also not made very often because of the difficulty of doing it with a 4-channel scope. Three channels are required for the CLK, BRDYE#, and W/R# lines. That leaves one channel, which must be moved 64 times in order to capture the entire data bus.

**Using a Simple Trigger**

The measurement in figure 9 was made by finding the falling edge of BRDYE#, and then by triggering on the rising edge of CLK, while W/R# is low. Setup/hold timing only applies to data reads; therefore, the measurement must be qualified as a read cycle. For this particular measurement, hold time is no problem (off the screen) and the margin for setup time is 7.75 ns. However, as noted in the last example, a single measurement does not characterize a system.
Using a Violation Trigger

Violation triggering will provide a better measurement. The focus here will be on the hold time, since the measurement in figure 9 really did not give a feel for what the margin might be. Figure 10 shows a trace obtained by using the setup/hold violation trigger macro, with the hold time set to 8 ns. Setup time was set to 2 ns, so no setup violation trigger would occur. Before the measurement in figure 10 was made, however, the hold time was set at 2 ns to confirm there were no violations of the Intel specification. Since there was no trigger, you know with great certainty that the target system is not violating the specification. With violation triggering, the analyzer examines every secondary cache read cycle for a violation, as long as the analyzer is running. Violation triggers like this are next to impossible to set up on an oscilloscope.

Next, the hold time was set to 4 ns, and then to 6 ns (the resolution of the analyzer’s sequencer is 2 ns) with no resulting triggers. Finally, it was set to 8 ns, and the trace in figure 10 was captured. From these measurements, you can see that the hold margin is definitely no less than 4 ns and that it could be as much as 5.75 ns.
Using Statistics
The statistics mode of the HP 16517A and 16518A can be used to further refine this measurement. The X marker is set to lock onto the rising edge of CLK just before the trigger occurs. This provides an automatic measurement of the hold time. Putting the analyzer in statistics mode and running it repetitively produces the trace in Figure 11. You can see from the resulting statistics that the worst-case hold time was 7.5 ns, which gives a margin of 5.5 ns. Note that the statistics we have obtained here are for hold times that have violated the timing specified in the trigger; they are not statistics for hold times in general.

When running repetitively, the violation trigger is better than just triggering on each secondary cache read cycle. It allows the analyzer to spend less time processing data and more time looking at cycles. Fewer runs are then required to obtain a statistically valid result.

Figure 11 - statistics mode helps to get worst case.
Time interval measurements in manufacturing test

The manufacturing environment sometimes uses timing characterization for final test and process control. Many kinds of assemblies and systems can benefit from thorough testing. Final production test for many systems is merely a functional test, but high performance systems often require timing measurements to insure compliance with the specification. Another use of timing characterization in the production environment is for process control. Rather than simple go/no-go measurements during final test, detailed timing information is recorded and stored in a central database. Analysis of this data can point to process deviations before they adversely affect production yields.

Digital oscilloscopes are often used for timing characterization during production testing. RF switches and multiplexers are used to route signals into the inputs of the oscilloscope, and the test procedure is repeated several times for each configuration. Software to process the waveform and determine switching points is another task that takes time from the already short schedule. High-speed logic analyzers are a better solution than scopes. The large number of inputs available on a logic analyzer eliminate the need for expensive RF switches. The software required for processing timing data from a logic analyzer is simpler, since logic thresholds are set with hardware.

Many modern logic analyzers have the ability to include pattern generator or oscilloscope modules as part of the measurement system. This setup combines all of the benefits of a high-speed logic analyzer with the ability to record analog waveforms and to provide system stimulus. Also, you can dramatically reduce the software development time required for a production test station since a programmer doesn’t need to learn the peculiarities of several different instruments. The combination of reduced hardware and software development time results in significant cost savings. The capabilities of a logic analyzer for timing characterization can reduce the time required to build and deploy production test stations, which is often a critical factor in quick turn-around projects.

The Mechanics of the Measurements

The Pentium processor is located on a CPU module mounted perpendicular to the motherboard of the target system. The module is positioned 2.5 inches (6.35 cm) from the power supply, limiting access to the processor (see figures 12 and 13). Any probing must maintain a low profile, as well as keeping the load to a minimum. The processor was probed in two ways, simultaneously. An HP E2443B preprocessor was used to provide state traces of the processor. Its buffering significantly reduces its load on the processor. The collection of ribbon cables bent away from the floppy disk drive come from the HP E2443B, and it represents 160 separate connections. A socket was wired up to provide the signals for the high-speed analyzer. The collection of six pods sitting on top of the power supply come from the HP 16517A high-speed logic analyzer. The analyzer is used in the half-channel mode, so this represents 24 connections. Figure 13 shows a close up of the HP E2443B preprocessor; the board with the 8-position DIP switch; the wired socket, plugged into the preprocessor; and the Pentium processor, located under the miniature fan.
Several options were available to provide the connections for the high-speed logic analyzer. Wires could have been soldered to the back of the CPU module. This would have presented the lowest load to the target system. However, for the designer who wants to measure more than one board, this would be impractical. Since the target system seemed to be able to tolerate the extra socket, soldering wires to the socket seemed the best approach. Another possible approach would be to use a bug Katcher from Emulation Technology, Inc. The Pentium Bug Katcher is part number BC2-273-PGA14-PENTIUM and BC2-273-PGA14-PENTIUMZ with a zero insertion socket. This approach would present the highest load to the processor, due to the long lead length, but it is also the easiest to implement. The Pentium Bug Katcher was not available at the time this application note was being developed.

The wired socket actually worked quite well. It was robust enough to survive a world tour that included 5 different stops. The socket was attached and removed from the processor at each stop. It was relatively nonintrusive to the target, both electrically and mechanically. Electrical loading was kept down by using short lead lengths on the wirewrap wire and a high quality, gold plated socket. The following techniques were used to increase the robustness of the socket. Signals were grouped on 0.1-inch berg strips. This made it easier to keep track of control signals, data and address buses. It also gave the analyzer probes better organization. Shrink tube was used to strain relieve the point where the wires connected to the berg strips. This prevented the wires from flexing and breaking from metal fatigue. You may note in figure 14 that the ground wires do not have heat shrink tubing on them. This proved to be a problem and it was added later on. Wires connected to pins on the outer edge of the socket received special treatment. They were wrapped around one of the pins alongside them and then brought off the socket. This prevented the stripped part of the wire from extending over the edge of the socket, where it would eventually break from metal fatigue.
Summary

In this application note, the characterization of new digital systems with a high-speed logic analyzer has been explored. The 500-ps time interval accuracy makes it possible to consider the logic analyzer, rather than the scope, for this purpose. The large channel count allows setup/hold measurements to be made across the wide buses encountered in today's microprocessors. The advanced triggering allows the logic analyzer to find violations much more quickly and easily than possible with a scope. With these advantages, measurements can now be made that were once considered too involved for the time available. As a result, fewer undiscovered timing problems will make it into production, and designers will have greater confidence in their digital designs.
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